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I. TRODUCTION 
One can easily write the story of man ' s growth in terms of 
his epic concerns with water. The control or natural stream flow was 
the logical beginning of mankind ' s efforts to provide his fields and 
himself with water. It is sometimes said that the control of water 
for the purpose of irrigation probably preceded even civilization 
1 tself . There is still some divergence or opinion as to whether the 
first successful efforts to control water were made in Egypt or in 
Mesopotamia since r mains of prehistoric irrigation works have been 
found in both countries, and the dating of events in this period is 
very inexact . Each country appears to have contained ample natural 
resources, and neolithic evidence of relatively thiok population 
indicates that natural water control and irrigation development were 
necessary to support the population. The transition from the pre-
historic age of ston - to that of copper can be considered to have 
occurred some four-thousand years before the Christian era, and, 
therefore, one can conclude that extensive irrigation systems 
existed 1n both countries long before this time (19). 
A further stride forward in control or water flow is found in 
the use of artifioial conduits for the conveyance of water over 
reaches in which the natural topography would not pennit tbe use of 
open cuts. There are traces of remarkably adequate systems built by 
the Pheonicians in Syria and Cyprus involving tunnels through roek 
and pressure conduits across valleys. Jerusalem was supplied water 
1 
in early times by a closed conduit system constr~cted some thousand 
years before Christ . From the pool of Solomon two condu1 ts led to 
the city, the lower ot which is twenty miles long and crosses the 
valley of Hinnom on arches and is still complete. 
Inasmueh a.sonly incomplete pictorial and physical 
records of these early achievements remain, one can only guess as 
to the actual principles of £low possessed by these early designers. 
It 1s logical that these structures were constructed instinctively 
with little actual knowledge of flow principles . One can generally 
conclude that their hydraulics of early antiquity was purely an art 
with no scientific basis beyond the principle or successive approx-
imation toward a desired end. A. further example of early hydraulics 
theory is noted in the words of Frontiners, an early (40-lOJ A.D.) 
Rom.an military engin er (19) . 
Whence it appears that the amount measured by me is none 
too large: the explanation of this is, that the more 
impetuous stream of water increases the supply, since it comes 
from a large and rapidly .flowing river. 
2 
This is a rather inconclusive statement. Nevertheless, it implies 
investigation of the dependence of discharge on velocity. Although 
this understanding of the continuity law is far from being quantitative 
or even qualitative, it indicates that development of the various 
basic concepts of hydraulics was being attempted . These early 
attempts to fonnulize the basic concepts of hydrodynamics resulted 
in further extensive investigation by many philosophers of hydro• 
dynamic principles, and the present basic laws of hydraulics were 
subsequently theorized and deduced. 
Leonardo eta Vinci (14.52""'1519) expressed qualitatively the 
elementary princi le 0£ continuity, observed and sketched many 
basic flow phenomena, and suggested designs for hydraulic 
machinery, Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) experimented and wrote on 
many phases of fluid motion , coining the name 0 hydrodynam1es . 11 
Bernoulli also devised the m.anometry technique and adopted 
primitive energy principles to explain velocity-head indication. The 
basic energy principle bears the name of Bernoulli today. 
With the basic concepts of hydrodynamics deduced, new and 
more reliable mathematical and experimental theorization has been 
subsequently dev loped. Although hydrodynamics has progressed 
immensely in the last one-hundred years, only the frontier of 
hydrodynamics has been discovered. and a vast region is still left 
for further theorization and development. 
Although the d velopment of hydrodynamics has been 
extensive in the nineteenth century. the eff.eet of the control of 
runoff to retain and store water and to prevent erosion had not been 
fully realized until the early 19301 s. Presently in this country, 
the control of runoff on watersheds is extensively being employed 
to conserve and to retain runoff.. (A watershed is defined as the 
specific drainage area of a system of natural streams or rivers.) 
In the past decade, it has also become evident that the 
scientific control and manag ment of runoff on small watersheds is 
J 
necessary if a desirable. overall, soil and water conservation 
program is to be attained. (A small watershed contains less than 
250,000 acres for the specific drainage area.) The development 
and control of these small watershed areas has yielded invaluable 
endowments for many rural communities . Water from protected 
watersheds with desirable conservation practi ces is a natural 
resource that 1s growing in importance and value everywhere where 
water shortage is evident as an asset in industrial development , 
recreational facilities, stable rural population, and higher 
agr icultural income (2) . 
Figure I is a photograph showing the ability of the 
conservation practices and the detention basin in retarding the 
excess runoff of March, 1960, on the Scott Creek Watershed located 
in Union County, South Dakota. The photograph is an aerial view of 
the large detention ba in number eleven located on the lower part 
of Scott Creek Watershed. The investigation or theoretical and 
experimental evaluation of the discharge characteristics of the 
mechanical spillway located on this particular detention basin is 
the primary interest of this presentation. The component parts of 
a detention basin are the storage area, earth dam, grassed 
emergency flood spillway, and mechanical spillway. 
The mechanical spillway is the means by which excessive 
runoff beyond the storage capacity of the detention basin is 
conveyed through the detention dam. The ideai mechanical spillway 
4 
Figure I. Detention Basin No. 11 Scott Creek Watershed, March, 1960 ~ 
for a small watershed detention basin should possess these three 
characteristics: l. simple and inexpensive to manufacture, 
2. easy to install, and 3. good hydraulic characteristics ( 9). The 
major hydraulic problem encountered in the design ot these spillways 
is to obtain maximum discharge with a minimum head because of the 
' 
limited head usually avaUable on these structures. In the past, 
many designs or mechanical spillways have been investigated by 
various people and organizations. and it. is generally agreed that 
some type or closed conduit spillway appears to be the best adopted 
£or the small watershed detention basin. 
6 
The closed conduit spillway consists of a vertical section 
called the riser and rlearlf horizontal conduit called the barrel, "" ~ .. , .. ·" 
and a connection or the barrel to the riser called the transition 
-
section. The assembled parts fom an 11 L" with the internal angle 
slightly larger tha 90 degrees.. Figure II is a schematic diagram 
of the installation or a typical closed conduit spillway for a small 
watershed detention basin. 
• 
Trash Rack\ 3: 1 to 
Benn~ 
Con~crete Anti-seep Col/ 
Expansion Joints ~ Concrete Cradle _/ 
Concrete Pipe Support Outlet Di~ 
Figure II. Typical Closed Conduit Spillway Installation ~ 
REVI t OF LITERATURE 
From the history of the develor~ant of closed conduit 
hydraulics, it is evident that some version of the closed conduit 
spillway existed as far baok as the Pheonicians (19) . It is also 
evident that very little understanding of the actual hydraulic 
phenomena of the spillway existed. 
One of the earliest investigations of drop spillway 
structures in this country was conducted by L. H. Kessler and his 
associates of the University of isconsin in 1933 (12). The 
primary purpose of this investigation was to develop a tructure 
8 
to convey water through small earth dams which would possess 
desirable hydraulic characteristics and still be relatively inexpen-
sive and easy to install in the field . Many c. c. c. {Civilian 
Conserv-ation Corps) people were employed to develop the 
conservation programs at this period, and Kessler 's investigation 
was governed by the fact that labor was much more economical than 
material . Therefore , the designs developed were the best suited 
under these imposed conditions rather than those more desirable 
from the standpoint of hydraulics. 
In Kessler's investigation, models of closed conduit 
spillways were constructed of wood and tested in the laboratory. 
The laboratory investigation was broken into three parts: 
1. inlet, 2. transition from riser to barrel, and J. barrel. 
It was generally concluded that a rectangular or square riser with 
9 
some type of beveled lip was most desirable. The transition from 
riser to barrel was constructed of a curved section without square 
corners• The barrel was limited to precast concret pipe because of 
availability and cost. The prototype characteristics were determined 
by model-prototype dimensional analysis, and very little, if any, 
actual model-prototype comparisons were made. 
In 1934, the o. s . Department of Agriculture established the 
s. c. s. (Soil Conservation Service) and later in 1953 the A. R. s. 
(Agricultural Research Service) . The establishment of these two 
organizations greatly increased the soil and water conservation 
practices in the country and thereby increased the need for inves-
tigations of small spillway structures. In the early 1950's, the 
Federal Government developed the Pilot Watershed Program under which 
pilot watersheds were developed throughout the country. The 
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act of 1954 (Public Law 566 
as amended) is the program under which attempted present scientific 
control of small watersheds is administered. Under this author-
ization, local people must initiate conservatory districts 
containing the area to be benefited by the intended development and 
administer the watershed treatment. The Federal Government provides 
technical aid and pays all of the construction costs applicable to 
flood prevention. weal people must administer the program, arrange 
for ease ents and rights-or- ay to permit installation of improvements 
and contract for construction work, and provide adequate maintenance 
for all installations . Because of the active part the Federal 
Government has taken in the development of these small watershed 
programs, investigations to obtain a desirable spillway for these 
watersheds were initiated. 
In 1950. Blaisdell at the University of New Hampshire 
conducted studies on square risers and circular barrels . He studied 
the theory. effect of size of structure, effect of slope, and the 
effect of circulation around the headwall for closed conduit 
spillways. with respect to the head-discharge relationship (4). In 
the 1950 ' s, Blaisdell and his associates at the University of 
Minnesota• s St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory continued 
1nv stigat1ons on the closed conduit spillway, and the present 
design procedures of the s. c. s. are based on Blaisde]l's investi-
gations. It is ~t e opinion of the author that the design criteria 
for these relatively small spillways is based mostly on installatio 
and construction factors rather than on desirable hydraulic 
characteris tics. Therefore , the hydraulic characteristics of these 
structures were determined after the design criteria was developed. 
Blaisdell1s investigations have included very little actual 
model-prototype comparisons. 
Nelson (15), in 1956 1n connection with the I l linois State 
Water Survey Division, investigated the hydraul ics or closed conduit 
spillways. He was mainly interested in determining the various 
types of flows encountered between no flow and full-pipe flow. From 
10 
this investigation, Nelson concluded that five flow regimes , with 
respect to head on the spillway, exist : 1 . weir flow with clinging 
nappe . 2. weir flow with aerated nappe. J. orific flow , 4. vortex 
or slug flow. and 5. full-pipe flow. 
In the past few years, J . A. Replogle and associates at the 
University of Illinois have been conducting model and prototype 
11 
tests of an existing drop spillway structure. A paper (16) presented 
at the 1961 A. s. A. E. (Agriculture Society of Agricultural 
Engine,rs) winter meeting summarized the results of this investiga-
tion. Replogle 1s investigation indicates an amazingly close relation-
ship between the field , laboratory, and theoretical evailuation of the 
closed conduit spillway rating curve . The investigation has compiled 
many years of field discharge r ecor ds , and the conclusions obtained 
are substantiat in all realms of the investigation. Other 
investigations have also been conducted on closed conduit structures , 
but model-prototype comparisons have not been economically feasible. 
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MODEL DESIGN 
A model is a device which is so related to a physical system 
that observations on the model may be used to predict accurately 
the performance of the physical system. The physical system for 
which the predictions are to be made is called the prototype (14) . 
The model and prototype must behave similarly and qualitatively, so 
that a quantitative relationship may be established between them , 
and observations of the performance of the model oan then accurately 
predict the performance of the prototype. By the employment of the 
theory of similitude which is developed by dimensional analysis . a 
uantitative relationship between model and prototyPe can be 
developed , and accurate prototype predictions can theoretically be 
accomplished . UnfO'rtunately, complete similarity is generally not 
economically f easible , and omissions of 11m.inor11 par ameters must be 
allo ed to develop a quantitative relationship between model and 
prototype . 
Dimensional Analysis 
In 1915, l3uckingharn brought before the engineering world the 
principal tool of dimensional analysis , by which one accomplishes 
the organization or variables, called the ckingham (7) I theorem. 
In general, the only variables that can influence fluid motion are 
of the following categories (18) : 1. geometrical boundary 
conditions, z. kinmnatic and dynamic characteristics of flow , and 
l ~d 'JGS 
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3. fluid properties. By selection and grouping of the variables 
involved in these categories, eight dimensionless X terms can be 
obtained which fall into three basically different types of 
dimensionless parameters: l • . those defining the boundary conditions. 
2. those characterizing the basic flow pattern, and 3. those 
pertaining to the action of wei ht. viscosity, surface tension, and 
elasticity. The latter group of variables are known respectively as 
the Froude, Reynolds, Weber, and Cauchy numbers 18). 
In thia particular inv st1gat1on, there are basically three 
types of flo~ occurring : 1. very low flow of which surface 
tension would be the primary consid ration, 2. weir flow of which 
weight would be the primary consideration, and J. :full-pipe flow 
of which viscosity would be the primary consideration . Since the 
investigation wa interested in relatively high flows, the model 
prototype similitude theory was basically concerned with the effects 
of we ht and viscosity. 
The pertinent variables affecting the weight (partial pipe 
flow) phenomenon are: 
D = diameter of pipe 
e :: roughn ss of pipe wall 
V = average flow velocity 
f = density of fluid 
g = gravitation effect 
d = average depth of flow 
By application of the ll:theorem to those variables, it can 
be shown that the Froude number (V /-/gd) i's the pertinent dimen-
sionless term. 
The pertinent variables affecting the viscosity (full-pipe 
flow) phenomenon are : 
D = diameter of pipe 
e == roughness of pipe well 
V = average flow velocity 
f = density of the fluid 
~= dynamic viscosity of the fluid 
Likewise, by application of the][ theorem to these variables, it 
can be shown that the Reynolds number (f VDj/A) is the pertinent 
dimensionless term . 
Therefore , if a complete model-prototype similarity is to be 
obtained, it iJ essential that both Reynolds and Froude numbers be 
the same in model and prototype . Assuming "g" to have the srune 
magnitude in model and prototype. and assuming the Reynolds and 
Froude numbers the same , results in: 
l 
vm DP-VD, 
--- C ----•--:,: 
(g ~)2 _____ .... ! 
(g ~)2 
(1) 
Where: 
-V =)4/ = Kinematic viscosity 
As can be seen by the foregoing discussion, it is physically 
impossible to have these pertinent dimensionless terms equated in 
model and prototype if the same fluid is to be used. Since fluids 
with the viscosity required to obtain this similarity are not 
economically feasible for this type of model study, it becomes 
necessary to dee~ one of these pertinent dimensionless terms as a 
uminor" term and regulate the model-prototype comparisons in 
1.5 
accordance with the "primary" d ensionless term . The velocities 
encountered in this model-prototype investigation will result in 
relatively lar e Reynolds n ers in the model and prototype. 
16 
Since the slope of the Reynolds number versus friction factor curve 
(17) is relatively flat in the region encountered, it becomes logical 
to deem the Reynolds number as the "minor11 parameter and e.valuate 
the model-prototype relationship in accordance with the "primary" 
parameter, the Froude number . 
Model-prototype Scale Ratio 
Since it has previously been determined that the "primary" 
parameter of the model-prototype relation is the Froude number, 
some consideratio s of the Reynolds number must be employed to 
assure that the eynolds number of the model is within th region 
that allows the Reynolds number variance to be neglected. In this 
investigation, one of the primary interests was to determine the 
effect of the relative roughness of the conduit in retarding full-pipe 
flow. and, therefore, the model-prototype scale ratio should be 
_such that geometric similarity results between the respective 
roughnesses. The following procedure was employed in selecting the 
model- prototype ratio. 
From the Froude relationship: 
Vmtin V =--- = -- =--f'L:. r V r 
p LP 
(2) 
By use of the Manning equation: 
---- = 
[<1.49/n) (R2/J) (s½)] ~~------~~~~--~-~-y--
[(1.49/n) (R2/3) (S2)] 
m 
(J) 
p 
Since the model and prototype are geometrically similar, the 
equation (J) reduces to: 
~~- = -~E(-~j 2/J 
VP nm RP) 
(4) 
This relationship has no bearing on the requirements of dynamic 
similarity, but it provides the basis for control of the roughness 
of a model in order to achieve dynamic similarity as indicated from 
the foregoing ~roude relationship . 
Combinin equations (2) and (4) ·, and replacing the length 
tenns by hydraulic radius, 
Or: 
Where : 
n = Manning 11 n 11 value for roughness 
Lr= Lm/Lp = length ratio 
(5) 
(6) 
Therefore, in order to select a model-prototype scale ratio, 
some assumptions must be made as to the r,oughness of the respective 
materials used to ~onstruct the model and prototype. A value of 
17 
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anning n = 0. 009 for Lucite pipe was assumed (5). It can generally 
be assumed that the value of Manning 11 nn for precast concrete pipe 
ranges from 0,010 to 0.017 (?). With these assumed roughness values 
and the previously derived expression (equation 6), it can be 
calculated that the length ra tio can vary from 1:2 up to 1:45 and 
still be w1 thin limits of accepted roughness values fo1 .. precast 
concrete pipe . If a logical assumption of n = 0.014 for preoast 
concrete pipe is made . the model-prototype l ength ratio would be 1:14. 
With the specific prototype dimensions in mind and t he 
available dimensions of Lucite pipe available, a model-prototype 
length ratio of 1:6 was selected. The author is aware of the fact 
that this length ratio probably will not result in the desired model 
roughness, but since the prototype roughness must be assumed and 
then checked by · d1reot methods, the model roughness can be 
easily adjusted to this assumed roughness without destroying any of 
the other criteria established by the Froude number . 
LABORATORY APPARATUS 
The laboratory apparatus used in this study was a combination 
, of existing facilities in the hydraulics laboratory located in the 
Agricultural Engineering Building at South Dakota State College and 
the design and assembly of particular apparatus that was needed for 
this study. Figure III is a photograph of the complete laboratory 
apparatus used 1n this study. 
Spillway Construction 
Figure IV is a photograph of the finished spillway section 
before testing. The test model spillway was basically constructed 
of ½-inch Lucite with other thicknesses utilized where definite 
additional thick ess was desired . The appropriate spillway was 
precisionly cut nd planned within• 0.05 of an inch for all desired 
dimensions. The spillway was assembled with number 8 by 1-inch 
-screws with silcon waterproofed grease in all joining sections. A 
number 29 drill bit was used to drill the Lucite, and threads were 
tapped for each screw. Figure Vis a photograph of the installed 
spillway above the tank and Figure VI of the spillway below the 
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tank. The botton1 portion of the back of the spillway which 
contained the discharge conduit was made separate from the rest of 
the spillway to facilitate installation of the spillway in the 
approach channel tank. Figure VI shows this portion of the installed 
spillway. Figure VII is a detailed drawing of the spillway. 
Figure III. Complete Laboratory Apparatus 
N 
0 
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Figure IV. odel Spillway Section 
22 
Figure V. Installed Spillway Section Above the Tank 
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Fig r VI. Installed Spillway Section Below the Tank 
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The desired thickness of th weir section of the spillway 
was land 1/J-inch due to the model to prototype ratio selection 
of 1:6 . It was observed that Lucite sheet thickness dimensions are 
generally somewhat under the quoted thicknesses. By careful 
selection of the Lucite material used, a laminated weir section of 
1 and 1/J-inches was constructed. An undersized 1/8-inch Lucite 
section was laminated to an undersized J/4-inch section which , 
in turn, was laminated to the body of the spillway. The lamination 
of the Lucite section was accomplished by chloroform. The weir 
section ca be obs rved in the photograph of the installed spillway, 
Fi gure V. 
The spillway. was supported in the approach channel tank by 
two ½-inch Lucite plates which were fastened together with i-inch 
by land ½-inch bolts . The top plate was fastened to the spillway 
by right-angle bracket and number 8 by 1-inch screws . The 
right-angle brackets were slotted to allow leveling of the spillway 
weir section after the spilliay had been installed in the approach 
channel tank. All edges were sealed with waterproof automobile 
body calking compound. 
he conduit of the spillway is Lucite pipe having an average 
inside diameter of 3 inches and an average outside diameter of 
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3 and ½-inches . The t otal length of the spillway Lucite pipe conduit 
was 28 and 1/3-feet. The last 3 and 1/J-feet of the Lucite pipe 
section was made to simulate corrugated metal pipe. A 12-gauge 
galvanized wire was coiled around a 2 and ½-inch. outside diameter, 
steel pipe . The coiled wire was threaded into the Lucite pipe 
section, and the coil spacing was adjusted by a trial and error 
laboratory procedure until the desired friction factor was 
obtained. Table 1 is the results of the last set ot tests obtained 
from this trial and error procedure . Figure VIII is a photograph 
of the installed end section . 
Couplings between each section of the Lucite conduit were 
constructed by s electing undersized, J and ½-inch , inside diameter, 
Lucite pipe which was 6 inches long. These sections were then 
machined to fit the specific J-inch, Lucite pipe joint. Silicon 
grease was placed between the conduit and the coupler to seal any 
air and water leaks . The first 6-inch coupler can be observed in 
Fi gure VI. 
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Table l • Final Corrugated Metal Simulation Tests 
Run number Pressure loss for Time (sec) Q (cfs) fc Wire spacing 
2 feet (ft) changed 
I 0 . 2377 17 . 3 0 . 2315 0 . 0860 
2 0.2500 17 . 0 0 . 2355 0 . 0874 
3 0 . 2500 17 . 7 0 . 2125 0 . 0948 
X 
4 0 . 1625 18 . 2 0 . 2200 0 .0653 
5 0 . 1500 18 . 0 0 . 2222 0 . 0590 
6 0 . 1500 17 . 8 0 . 2245 0 . 0579 
X 
7 0 . 1667 17 . 9 0 . 2235 0 . 0656 
8 0 . 1708 17 . 6 0 . 2275 0 . 0639 
9 ...------.. 17 . 6 ... -----~-- --------
X 
10 0 .2460 18 . 0 0 . 2222 0 . 0965 
11 0 . 2500 17 . 6 0 . 2275 0 . 0935 
X 
12 0. 2500 18 . l 0 . 2210 0 . 0989 
13 0 . 2835 17 . 0 0 . 2355 0 . 0992 
14 0 . 3080 16 . 3 0 . 2455 0 . 0992 
15 0 . 3333 15 . 7 0 . 2550 0 . 0992 
16 0 . 3667 15 . 3 0 . 2610 0 . 1042 
17 0 . 3000 17.6 0 . 2272 0 . 11 25 
X 
18 0 . 2291 17 . 5 0 . 2285 0 . 0856 
19 0 .2330 16 . 8 0 . 2360 0 . 0811 
20 0 . 2375 16 . 6 0 . 2410 0 . 0793 
N 
--.J 
Table I . (continued) 
Run number Pressure loss for Time (sec) Q (cfs) fc Wire spacing 
2 feet (ft ) changed 
X 
21 0 . 2400 17 . 2 0 . 2325 0 . 0814 
22 0 . 2410 16 . 7 0 . 2395 0 . 0812 
23 0 . 2670 17 . 0 0 . 2355 0 . 0935 
X 
24 0 . 1750 17 . 4 0 . 2300 0 . 0645 
25 0 . 1750 17 . 4 0 . 2300 0 . 0645 
26 0 . 1624 16 . 8 0 . 2382 0 . 0555 
X 
27 0 . 2500 17 . 1 0 . 2340 0 . 0887 
28 0 . 2581 17 . 0 0 . 2355 0 . 0904 
X 
29 0 . 2081 16 . 7 0 . 2395 0 . 0734 
30 0 . 2040 16 . 5 0 . 2425 0 . 0672 
31 0 . 2960 14 . 4 0 . 2780 0 . 0743 
32 · 0 . 2960 14 . 3 0 . 2800 0 . 0730 
33 0 . 3000 14 . 4 0 . 2780 0 . 0754 
34 0 . 2960 14 .5 0 . 2760 0 . 0755 
35 0 . 3080 14 . 6 0 . 2740 0 . 0796 
36 0 . 3045 14 . 3 0 . 2800 0 . 0752 
37 0 . 3085 14 . 4 0 .2780 0 . 0776 
38 0 . 3290 13 . 9 0 . 2880 0 . 0110 
39 0 . 3125 13 . 9 0 . 2880 0 . 0732 
40 0.3250 13 . 8 0 . 2900 0 . 0729 
This final spacing of approximately 2 and 1/2-inches was used for all flowing test s . N co 
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Figure VIII . Simulated Corrugated Metal End Section 
Approach Channel 
Figure III is a photograph or the hydraulics laboratory test 
apparatus and shows the approach channel tank . The approach 
channel was a 16-foot long, number 10 gauge , steel tank . The tank 
was 5 feet wide and 30 inches deep . The relatively long tank 
provided excellent simulation for the operation of the spillway 
with a free water surface such as is found in watershed detention 
basins, farm ponds, and other artificial reservoir constructions . 
The tank was supported in the hydraulics laboratory by four 12-inch, 
16 pounds per foot I-beams and by four 4-inch, 2. 2 pounds per foot, 
channel hangers. The I-beams were end supported on the laboratory 
walls . The tank hangers and beams were so spaced so that the tank 
would settle evenly when filled with water. 
Water was supplied by two 3900 g .p.m •. turbine pumps and a 
variable speed centrifugal pump to a constant head tank in the 
hydraulics laboratory. Water was distributed throughout the 
laboratory by an 8-inch distribution supply line and subsequently 
delivered to the approach channel tank by a 6-inch supply line. 
The spillway flow .rate could be regulated by a valve 1n the 8-inch 
supply line, valve 1n the 6-inch supply line, and a drain valve 
in the approach channel tank. 
All tests were conducted with a 1:3 upstreamf simulated, 
dam embankment (Figure V). The embankment was constructed of 
1/8-inch, clear, Lucite sheets. 
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pillway Conduit Cradle 
The spillway conduit was supported on an existing cradle 
consisting of two 3-inch aluminum channels with 6-inch aluminum 
channel spacers approximately 18 inches apart . The existing cradle 
was extended 12 feet with stamped , Amcq steel angles also spaced 
with the 6-inch aluminum channel spacers 18 inches apart. The 
original conduit cradle was bolted to an adjustable channel hanger 
that was fastened to the center tank hanger. The midspan of the 
existing cradle was supported by an adjustable , overhead, screw 
jack that raised and lowered the aluminum cradle . The added 
section of the cradle was supported by two adjustable, pipe and rod 
hangers supported from the hydraulics laboratory cei ing trussas. 
The Lucite conduit was supported on the cradle by 2-inch 
long , 3-inch slotted, luminum channels positioned so that the 
channels were upward, and also by inserting a J/4-inch plywood 
spacer between the upward channel and the Lucite conduit. The 
Lucite conduit was held fast to the cradle by galvanized , light 
metal U-clamps around the conduit and fastening to the cradle body. 
The slope of the cradle was determined and adjusted to the 
desired slope by setting up a surveyor ' s level on the hydraulics 
laboratory floo r and inverting the rod to reach the spillway 
conduit. The desired slope of 1. 17 per cent was adjusted to the 
nearest 0.002 of a foot . 
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Discharge Collection 
The spillway conduit discharge was collected in a 6-inch, 
flexible, rubber conduit, The rubber conduit discharged into a 
wei hing tank where the spillway conduit discharged was weighed. 
Free surface conditions existed at the spillway conduit exit at all 
times. Figure III shows the flexible rubber conduit discharging 
into the weigh tank. 
Discharge Recorder 
One channel of the two-channel, Brush oscillograph model, 
RD23 2100, was used for recording the period of time necessary 
for 249.6 pounds of discharge from the spillway. A.n available 
photoelectric cell circuit was employed to automatically lift the 
pen of the oscillograph during the given increment of discharge. 
The chart markings were such that each main chart line space 
(5mm) represented one second. Therefore, the seconds could be read 
directly from the recorded chart. Figure IX is a typical discharge 
recording, 
Figure X shows the photoelectric cell unit. A white paper 
face was placed over the scale face and a black mark over the 
scale needle . As the tank filled. causing the scale needle and 
paper to rotate, the black mark on the needle would pass a photo-
electric cell which would energize a solenoid and raise the 
oscillograph pen. When the given increment or water was discharged 
from the spillway, the black mark would pass another photoelectric 
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Figure IX. Typical Laboratory Discharge and Bead Pool Elevation 
\,A) 
\.a) 
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Figure X. Laboratory Photoelectric Cell Timing Unit 
cell that would deenergize t he solenoid and lower the oscillograph 
pen. A detailed drawing of the photoelectric cell circuit is found 
in Figure XXV. 
Stage Recorder 
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The continuous stage was recorded by a combination of the 
availabie instrumentation. igure XI is a photograph of the 
instrumentation used to record continuous stage. The basic principle 
employed is that the flow of current through a Wheatstone bridge 
circuit depends on the amount of unbalance of the Wheatstone bridge 
circuit, A synohro system was employed to drive a ten-turn variable 
resistor in one leg of the Wheatstone bridge circuit which was 
connected to a model, RD56 1200, Brush amplifier and a model, 
RD23 2100, two-channel, Brush oscillograph. Various full-scale 
deflections (6, 12, and 24 inches) were employed by changing the 
Brush amplifier multipli r. The oscillograph used has a relatively 
fast chart speed (5mm per second) which allowed the recording of 
small fluctuations in the approach channel water elevation. The 
basic circuit diagram for the stage recorder is given 1n Figure XXIV . 
The synchro system used to drive the variable resistor is 
a portion of the Shand and Jurs Company ' s remote reading tank 
gauge, model 6245 . The synchromotor was removed from the original 
dial mechanism or the gauge . and a frame was constructed to position 
the synchromotor. The synehromotor was ~ttaehed to the variable 
resistor with a l•inch, hard-rubber, flexible shaft. The basic 
I 
1111 
I 
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Figure XI. In trumentation for Laboratory Discharge Recording 
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circuit dia ram tor the synchro system is given in Figure XVI . 
A hook gau e was also employed to record water elevation of 
the approach channel. The hook gauge was employed in order to obtain 
stage recordings to 0 . 001 of a foot which could not be accomplished 
with the continuous recording instruments . Figure XII shows the 
synchrogenerator and the hook auge installed in the approach 
channel tank . 
Figure is a typical approach channel elevation and 
discharge recording . 
Differential tanometer 
Piezometer taps were located at intervals along the bottom of 
the Lucite conduit and at various points on the spillway to determine 
pr ssures and to valuate the piezometric grade lin s. A line was 
scribed on each section of the conduit , and the piezometer taps 
I 
were located on these lines. When the spillway was assembled, the 
scribed piezometer lines were located slightly off the bottom to 
eliminat obstruction of the taps by any foreign material that was 
in the water. Figure VI shows the location of tap nurn er 7 on the 
spill ay and tap number 8 on the conduit. Figure VII shows the 
location and construction of the five piezometer taps (number l-5) 
on the lip of the spillway. 
The piezometer taps were constructed by drilling a 1/8-inch 
hole through the Lucite material and securing, with chloroform, a 
¾-inch countersunk hole in the Lucite. oft, plyable, ¼-inch , 
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Figure XII . Stage Recorders for Approach Channel 
inside diameter, plastic tubin was used to attach the piezometer 
taps to the manometer board. Figure XIII shows the location of all 
taps on the entire model. 
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The pressures were measured by an open-air well, 15-tube, 
manomet r board. The manometer board was originally designed to 
measure negative pressure and was converted to measure posi tive 
pressure relative to the well . The well was attached to a reference 
manometer by means of a constructed T-system. A valve was also 
inserted at the T-connection so that the part of the system that 
contained the manometer fluid could be evacuated of any air that was 
introduced during filling. All manometer markings are scribed on 
0.1 inch intervals . The first 83 runs were performed with a prepared 
manometer fluid with the specific gravity of 2.00 . Due to b d tube 
connection, the manom ter fluid was lost, and the rest of the runs 
were made with a prepared manometer fluid with the specific gravity 
of 1.75. Figure XIV is a photograph or the manometer board in 
operation. 
The datum plane of the manometer board was established by 
running a set of lev ls with a surveyor's level from the spillway 
lip to a specific elevation on the manometer board. 
Piezometer Tap 
Number 
1 - 7 
8 
9 
10 
1 l 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Distance From 
Spillway 
Spillway 
O. 33D 
16.33D 
32. 33D 
64. 33D 
ao. 33b 
96.33D 
1.0 1 .00D 
104.33D 
2, 3, &4 Piezometer Tap Numbers r And Locations Lucite Conduit Simulating Corrugated Metal 
1 &5 
Lucite Joints 
I. ' I - 'to===-==~-------------=------------
8 9 10 11 12 l 3 14 l S 
16 D 32 D 
113.33 D 
Scale: l " = 3.33' 
Figure XIII. Piezometer Tap Locations 
~ 
0 
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Figure V. Manom ter Bo rd 
LABORATORY TEST PROCEDURE 
The laboratory testing procedure combined methods previously 
used for collection of similar data with improvements imposed where 
it was felt greater control or ease of operation were required. 
Personnel Requirement 
The laboratory apparatus and instrumentation was originally 
designed so that one person could oolleot all necessary laboratory 
data. The original instrumentation design employed photographic 
equipment in conjunction with the previously described instrumen-
tation to simultaneously record the manometer data for each 
specific run. Since it was impossible to obtain the necessary 
photographic equipment at the time testing was to be initiated, the 
testing was begun without the photographic equipment. It was found 
that the fluctuation of the manometer fluid was not excessive, and 
the added expense for photographic procedures did not warrant the 
slight increase in accuracy that would be obtained. Therefore, it 
became necessary to e·mploy two people to record all necessary data 
developments and observe the general spillway operation. The 
following discussion describes the particular responsibility of each 
observer. 
Data Collection 
The ordinary procedure in collecting data of this nature is 
to set a rate of flow, wait until headpool stabilization occurs, and 
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then make all needed observations. For low flows this procedure 
is satisfactory, but for higher flows, especially full-pipe flow, 
this procedure requires relatively long periods of elasped time 
between each observation . Therefore, for almost all flows, data was 
collected with an unstable headpool over a relatively short period 
of time (12-16 seconds). The direction of change in headpool 
elevation was recorded to evaluate the effect of this procedure . 
Also, periodically the headpool was allowed to stabilize, and 
observations were obtained under stable headpool conditions . 
Testing was initiated by filling the headpool tank and then 
closing the supply line valve and allowing the headpool elevation 
to stabilize at the spillway lip elevation. The supply line was 
then incremently open d, and successive collection of data was 
obtained over the desired headpool elevation range. Each run was 
initiated by presenting the photoelectric timing unit and then 
closing the weigh tank discharge valve, retaining all the conduit 
discharge in the weigh tank. The scale needle would then rotate, 
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and th photoelectric timing unit would automatically record the time 
for a given increment of discharge. When approximately one-half or 
this increment was discharged, the headpool elevation was read on 
the hook gauge and recorded. A Fahrenheit thermometer was attached 
to the hook gauge, and periodic temperature readings were obtained. 
The valve on the weigh tank was then released and the water allowed 
to discharge into the hydraulics lab supply, preparing the system for 
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the next run . Also during this increment or discha~ge. the 15-t ube 
manometer board and the manometer board reference were read and 
recorded. The continuous stage recorder was also in operation 
during this increment of discharge, and any excessive fluctuation of 
the headpool elevation could be detected and the run rejected when 
this occurred . Since the relative cross section of the headpool 
tank was large, fluctuation of the headpool was slight , and no runs 
were jected because of excessive fluctuation . The headpool tank 
discharge value was used in some cases to obtain desired headpool 
elevation in the transition region from weir flow to pipe flow. The 
data was coll~eted with one person performing the manipulation of 
the equipment and recording the headpool elevation and temperature. 
oth persons were employed in observing the general operation of the 
spillway and recorded any pertinent information £or future evaluation. 
It i estimated that the average time required to obtain the 
data for one complete run was three minutes . This included 
resetting of the instrumentation and preparing the system for the 
next run. If all realms of the modal data collection were not 
completely satisfactory, the run was rejected and another run in the 
same general area obtained . The testing was initiated at very low 
flows and proeeded at an interval of approximately 0.01 foot increase 
in head above the spillway lip until 1.3 feet above the lip was 
reached. At this point. the data collection was terminated because 
the permissible head in the headpool tank was reached, and also the 
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model spillway was performing well up into the full-pipe flow range . 
When it became necessary to discontinue the data collection during 
the testing , the starting head for continuing the data collection was 
always well below the discontinue head to eliminate any adverse 
effect due to discontinuenoe . 
Detailed information and figures concerning the construction 
and operation of the instrumentation employed in obtaining the data 
are discussed in the "Laboratory Apparatus" section . 
lABORATORY ANALYSIS 
Stage and Discharge Recordings 
Two-hundred and ninety runs up to an elevation of 1.30 feet 
above the lip of the model spillway were recorded and analyzed. 
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The continuous synchro-oscillograph stage recorder recorded the 
elevation of the headpool and any fluctuation in the headpool 
elevation . The lower half of the oscillograph recording indicated 
the headpool elevation . The full-scale deflection of the discharge 
half of the recording was adjusted by the carrier gain of the Brush 
amplifier depending on the estimated range of elevation change during 
a specific period of testing (refer to Discharge Recorder , 
"Laboratory Apparatus 11 section) . Figure IX is a typical oscillo-
graph recording of elevation and time with the full-scale 
deflection of the elevation recordings set at one foot. The time 
recorded for the desired increment of discharge was r ead from the 
oscillograph recording, and the discharge was determined in the 
laboratory. Each oscillograph recording was marked with its 
respective run number with a grease pencil to facilitate chacking of 
the data. 
Manometers 
The 15-tube manometer board was read directly during the 
interval that the time was being recorded for an increment of 
discharge. Table 2 1s a random sample of the recorded manometer 
Table 2. 
Run * h Piz. 
No. t Ref. 1 2 3 
84 16.50 0.192 52.75 ---- ---- ----
108 15.50 0.420 53,40 ---- ---- ----
151 14.75 0.618 54.95 0.50 ---- ----
211 13.85 0.909 56.85 2.50 ---- ----
244 13.40 1.092 59,50 1.90 2 .10 2.30 
254 12 .85 1.290 60,65 0.20 0.80 0.50 
264 13.05 1. 227 60.65 1.10 1. 30 1.30 
277 l4,90 0.570 56.35 1. 20 1.30 1.40 
Random Sample of Laboratory Data 
Piezometer tap Numbers 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
---- ---- 3.40 4.86 9.70 10.10 12.3 
0,20 0.20 0.4 1.50 10.60 11.45 13.40 
0. 30 0. 40 0. 85 1.35 11.00 12.15 14.20 
2.40 2.30 2.80 0.35 10.90 11.80 14.20 
2.20 2.00 1.40 4.10 15.20 16.60 19.10 
0.50 0.30 0.35 2.70 15.30 16.60 19.40 
1. 20 1.20 0.50 3.5 16.30 16.90 19.80 
1.40 1.20 0.80 2.90 12.40 13,35 15.50 
11 12 13 
15.2 17.85 18.4 
16.7 18.60 20.40 
17.95 20.00 21.90 
18.90 26.70 22.80 
23.30 25,70 27.90 
23.90 26.70 29.00 
24.20 26.80 29.25 
19.00 21.10 22,90 
14 
23.3 
26.15 
28.60 
30.70 
-----
29.5 
15 
25.85 
28,95 
31.50 
33,90 
32,45 
J;::-
-'1 
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data, and Figure XIII gives the specific location of these taps on 
the model . For the first 84 runs, pressure loss between each 
successive piezometer tap could be read directly from the difference 
between the elevation of the fluid which had a specific gravity of 
2. 00 . Due to a break in a manometer line, the fluid w s lost , 
and a new, less expensive fluid with specific gravity of 1. 75 was 
subst ituted. herefore, on the remainder of the tests the 
difference between the manometer tubes ha.d to be converted to water 
pressure by multiplying by 0.75 . Due to the limited number of 
manometer tubes on the available board , a manometer was not used 
to determine the free water surface relative pressure. and it had 
to be calculated using the relative elevations determined in the 
laboratory. Table 3 is a summary of the relative elevations in the 
laboratory. 
Because negative pressures due to acceleration were recorded 
on almost all of the riser section. a combination coefficient of 
head loss (Kr) was detennined, including the riser and transition 
loss into the conduit . 'rhe Darcy-Weisbach friction factor , fr, 
was determined for the relatively smooth conduit and fc for the 
.end section which simulated a corrugated metal section. A 
coefficient of head loss (Kt) was determined for the transition 
from the r elatively smooth conduit to the rough conduit . A discharge 
rating equation was derived with the Bernoulli equation , using the 
calculated coefficients and friction factors . The calculated 
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Table • Relative Elevations of Specific Model Locations 
Locations Elevations 
O .oo Man . Board 0 . 000 
Weir Lip 7 . 254 
Piz . taps , 1- 5 7 . 233 
Piz . tap 6 6 . 473 
Piz . tap 7 6 . 18 1 
Piz . tap 8 5 . 899 
Outlet Pipe Bottom 5 . 860 
Piz . tap 9 5 . 853 
Piz . tap 10 5 . 806 
Piz . tap 11 5 . 712 
Piz . tap 12 5.665 
Piz . tap l 3 5 . 619 
Piz . tap 14 5 . 596 
Piz . tap 15 5 . 573 
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e uation followed the recorded model discharge data within 3 per cent. 
Table 4 gives the loss coefficients, and the friction factor for the 
manometer data given in Table J . All symbols used in the foregoing 
tables are defined in AppendiX A. The Reynolds number (Re) was also 
calculated to indicate the region in which t he flow in the conduit 
was occurring . 
Appendix B gives some sample calculations of these 
dimensional constants and the method or analyzing the data. 
- ...... \- ' 
Run hm 
No . 
84 0 . 192 
108 0 . 420 
151 0 . 618 
211 0 . 909 
244 1. 09 2 
254 1. 290 
264 1.227 
277 0 . 570 
Table 4 . Typic al Loss Coefficient s and Reynolds Numbers 
Om Vm K f Ki fc 
0 .2420 4 . 93 1.04 0 . 01 56 0 . 390 0 . 0530 
0 . 2581 5 . 27 1 . 31 0 . 0148 0 . 57 1 0 . 0508 
0 . 2709 5 . 51 1.27 0 . 0148 0 . 630 0.047 8 
0 . 2890 5.89 1.3 1 0 . 0143 0 . 67 3 0 . 0476 
0 . 2985 6 . 09 .t . 31 0 . 0141 ----- --- ----
0 . 3110 6 . 33 1 . 27 0 . 0143 ------- ----------
0 . 3063 6 . 25 1. 32 0 . 0139 ------- ..... -... ... -
0 . 2685 5 . 47 1.29 0 . 0147 0 . 628 0 . 0495 
Temp ._ 
(OF . ) 
68 . 5 
69 . 0 
71.5 
75 . 0 
74 . 0 
74 . 0 
74 . 0 
74 . 0 
Re X 105 
1. i 85 
1. 279 
1 . 384 
1 . 521 
1.562 
1.62 
1.603 
1. 403 
\...n 
t-' 
FIELD APPARATUS AA. D TESTING PROCEDURE 
Description and 
The cott Creek is a western tributary of the Big Sioux 
River and is located in Union County, South Dakota , approximately 
four miles south and four miles east of the city of Alcester. The 
watershed has an area of 2, 900 acres of which 1.aoo are cultivated, 
907 acres are grassland, 19 acres woodland and shelterbelt, 39 acres 
farmstead, and 55 acres roads . The topography is divided into two 
main divisions, consisting of sharp hills with slopes up to 25 
per cent in the central and western par ts and the flat benohland 
in the eastern part lying adjacent to the Big Sioux River. 
The detention basin number eleven where all the field data 
was obtained is in the central portion of the watershed near the 
change in topography from hills to the flat benchland of the 
Big Sioux River . The detention basin is reached from Alcester 
by drivin 2 and¼ miles south, thence left (east) 4 miles. thence 
right (south) l mile. thence east 0.3 miles to gate on the right 
leading into a pasture where the detention basin and gauges are 
located, some o.6 miles from the gate . 
Discharge tructute 
The mechanioal spillway on detention basin nu.~ber eleven is 
a typical closed conduit spillway with a circular conduit to divert 
the excess runoff through the earth dam . Figure XV is a detailed 
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Scale: 0 .250" = l .000' 
3.000' Block ......,._ _____ _ 
0 • 66 7 I 1.333' Concrete Cradle 
5. 000' Construction Joint 
Figure XV. Detailed Drawing of the Field Riser Section 
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drawing of the riser section of the spillway. The riser section is 
completely constructed of reinforced concrete With a steel 
prefabricated trash rack on top of the structure to prevent large 
debris from obstructing the flow through the spillway. ·The structure 
is unique in one phase of design in that a small 45 degree section . 
0.32 of a foot deep, was cast in the front lip of the drop structure. 
It is theorized that the primary objective of this V-notch as to 
transfer low flow through the spillway and eliminate the effect of 
surface tension on very "low- hea.d0 discharge. The barrel consists of 
1.50 feet or· precast•• reinforced, conorete pipe on a slope of 1.17 
per cent and a horizontal , 20-toot. end section of corrugated metal 
pipe discharging into the outlet channel. Figure II shows a typical 
installation of the type of structure located on detention basin 
number eleven. A grassed emergency spillway has also been 
oonstruoted at the north end of the earth dam and is approximately 
lJ feet above the lip of the mechanical spill ay. 
Detention Basin Elevation Recordings 
A Stevens . A-35. continuous recorder is located in the 
prefabricated wooden house over a 48-inch , reinforced concrete, 
pipe well set in the upstream face near the center of the detention 
basin dam. The recorder indicates the stage of the reservoir above 
the bottom of the reinforced concrete pipe well . Figure XVI is a 
photograph or the prefabricated house containing the recording 
instruments~ Water enters the well through three, 2 and ½-inch, 
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Figure XVI . Prefabricated House Cont ining Stage Recorder 
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intake pipes With elevations. with respect to the bottom of the well 
of the bottom or the pipes t 1.75, 3. 79, and .5.38 feet respectively. 
There is a standard flushing system using three-way clocks connecting 
to each of the intakes to facilitate cleaning. 
Elevations of pertinent features a.re; 
1. Bottom of well . o.oo feet. 
2. Lip or spillway, 5. 04 feet. 
J. Top of frost floor, 7. 40 feet . 
4. Top of main house floor, 20.16 feet . 
5. Top of recorder shelf, 23.31 feet. 
The inside gauge is a vertical staff attached to a 2 by 6 
plank on the inside wall of the well extended from 0.00 to 19.02 
feet. The inside tape gauge is an integral part of the recorder, 
with an index attached to the recorder shelf. The recorder was set 
to read the same as the inside staff gauge, and this gauge was used 
as the reference gauge . The outside gauge consists of v rtical staff 
plates in five sections. The two lower sections, J.4 and 6.7, and 
6 ~7 to 10.1 feet, are attached to 4 by 6-inch planks fastened to 
the trash rack of the intake structure. The remaining sections are 
two planks attached to posts driven in the upstream faoe of the 
dam between the gauge and the intake structure. The top outside 
gauge can be observed in Figure XVI . All gauges described above are 
set to the same datum. 
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The recorder is a standard, Stevens , A-J5 , continuous recorder 
1th a weight-driven time mechani sm. The reoorder is set with a 
chart speed of 4.8 inches per day . One inch of travel of the 
recording pen indicates 0.5 feet of elevation change. If more than 
five re t of change ocours , the pen automatically reverses itself, 
and continuous elevation recordings can be obtained for any pond 
elevation, This recorder has also attached to it a continuous 
recording, tripping bucket, rain gauge, and the elevation pen is 
adjusted a out 0. 3 inches into the upper chart margin to allow 
operation of the rain gauge pen . igure XVII is the continuous pond 
elevation recording for March 26 and 27. 1962, and Figure XVIII is 
the corresponding Parshall flume recording . 
The instruments recording the pond elevation are property 
of the United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey. 
The ~eological Survey has allowed South Dakota State College to use 
these facilities since their discontinuance or data collection in 
December, 19 58. 
Discharge Recording§ 
The discharge was recorded in the discharge channel 
approximately 100 feet downstream from the spillway conduit by a 
Parshall flume. The Parshall flume. which was loaned for this 
project from the Geological Survey at Pierre. outh Dakota, has a 
J6-inch throat width, a 24-inch depth. and a recordable carrying 
capacity of 28 .82 cts. The flume was installed in the channel on 
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• 
four, 4-inoh by 6-inoh, horizontal, redwood planks. The flume was 
fastened to four, 8-root (6-inch diameter), decay-resistant posts 
embedded six feet into the channel bottom. The flume has a 
front-wing wall that was embedded one foot into the channel bottom 
to prevent flow underneath the flume. The surrounding area 
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outside of the flume was filled and tramped to prevent £low around 
the flume. During the high flow of March., 1962, the north bank of 
the filled channel was washed out. The author was on the watershed 
during th.:1s flow, and an attempt was made to repair this washout . 
Almost all flow around the flume during this flow was stopped on 
March 29, 1962, It is the opinion of the author that the flow 
recorded £rom this time on should very closely indicate the discharge 
from the spillway. Figure XIX is a photograph or the downstream end 
of the flume during this high flow of March 29, 1962, and indicates 
that the flume was not submerged and flow determinations did not 
have to be corrected £or flume submergence . Discharge recordings 
are to be continued on the watershed, and Figure XX is a photograph 
of the flume after the washout had been completely repaired. 
The elevation or the flowing water through the Parshall 
flume was recorded by a Stevens, A-35, continuous recorder. The 
recorder 1s proteoted by a small wood frame, corrugated metal 
siding, prefabricated shelter. The shelter is mounted on top or 
a 14-inoh ci.roular, galvanized steel, stilling well. The well is 
connected to the Parshall flume by a 3/4-inch pipe. A 12-inch 
Figure XIX. Downstream End of P tshall Flume Under 
C pacity Flow Conditions 
Figure XX . Parshall Flume Installed on Watershed 
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float i s contained in the well , and the recording pen is driven by 
the float and a counter weight. The shelter is also held in place 
by two, 4-inch, decay-resistant posts imbedded in the channel bank. 
The shelter can be observed in Figure XX . 
The recorder operates the same as the stage recorder. Since 
th re is a very limited distance between the bottom of the shelter 
and the ground level, some other means than a weight-driven timing 
and drive mechanism had to be employed, The Geological Survey men 
had a weight-driven mechanism that they had converted to battery 
power that was loaned for installing on the recorder. The mechanism 
was originally designed for two , one and ½-volt batteries with a 
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lif' e expectancy of approximately 15 days . Another set of batteries 
was installed to increase the required maintenance interval to one 
month . The recorder was checked for two weeks in the laboratory with 
the converted mechanism, and it was the opinion of the author that 
the drive resulted in a constant 4.8 inch travel per day. In 
analyzing the data obtained from this recorder. it was found that the 
rate of travel was not constant but would gradually get slower as the 
batteries decayed , especially in the last week of operation. The 
author was fortunate enough to be on the watershed during four of the 
recorded flows , and the author was able to mark both recording charts 
at that time. The rate of travel of the Parshall flume recorder 
could then be easily estimated in both directions from this reference. 
It was observed that during high flows sueh as the 
1arch. 1962, flow , the field spillway seemed to have a varying 
flow rate. This varying flow rate is indicated in Figure XVIII by 
the very wide line on the recorder chart. Figure XVIII is a section 
ot the continuous recording on the flume and corresponds to 
Figure XVII which indicates the pond elevation over this same period 
of time. In analyzing the recordings that indicated varying flow of 
t his type, a mean was estimated and recorded as the flow at any 
given time. It is the opinion of the author that this varying flow 
is the result of turbulent action caused by the high flow in the 
relatively short approach channel of the Parshall flume . 
All of the field discharge and headpool elevation data was 
analyzed, employing a time interval of one hour. Under free flowing 
conditions (unsubmerged), the Parshall flume has been calibrated for 
different widths of throat (W), and the corresponding equation for 
determining the discharge ( ) is: 
Where: 
Q = 4WHa1.522wo.026 
Q is the discharge (cfs) 
W 1s the throat width (J feet) 
Ha is th head in feet through the flume at a 
specified cross section 
To facilitate determining the field discharge, a table of Ha versus 
Q for various Parshall flume widths was employed ( 11). 
6J 
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RESULTS 
The primary objectives of this investigation were to det ermine 
a field rating curve fo r the specific spillway and to compar e field 
and laboratory investigations of the spillway. Analysis of data was 
performed separately, and field , laboratory , and theoretical 
comparisons were accomplished graphically. Typical data and analysi s 
are found in the respective analysis section . 
Rating curve 
Figure XXI is a graphical summarization of the model data 
obtained. The plotted points on this figure represent the 
stage-discharge data obtained in the laboratory. The laboratory 
values were converted to prototype predictions with respect to the 
Froude law, model-design criteria previously discussed. 
By employing the pressure data obtained in the laboratory, 
the following average model-loss coefficients were determined: 
Riser and elbow loss, 
Lucite pipe friction factor, 
Corrugated metal pipe entrance loss, 
Corrugated metal pipe friction factor, 
Kr= 1.15 
f1 = 0. 0145 
Kt::: 0. 600 
re= 0 . 0500 
Analysis methods of pressure data is given in the previous 
"Laboratory Analysis 11 section, and sample calculations are given 
in Appendix B. With these loss coefficients and the Bernoulli 
equation, a full-pipe flow discharge equation for the model can be 
derived as follows: 
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\.J, 
Where: 
Ands 
And: 
V 2 
0 Po V 2 2 P2 ----- + ---- + H = + ---- + 
2g "6 2g 
V
0 
= Headpool velocity (zero) 
P0 = Headpool pressure (zero) 
~ 
0 + hL 
v2 = Average conduit exit velocity (ft/sec) 
P2 = Conduit exit pressure (zero) 
Lr= Length of the Lucite conduit (25 ft) 
L = Length or simulated, corrugated metal conduit 
c (3 and 1/3 ft) 
All other symbols are defined in Appendix A. 
Q = a V 
Therefore, th full-pipe flow model discharge equation is: 
Q = 0.1970-{H 
If the model-prototype Froude relationship is applied to this 
equation, and it is plotted on Figure XXI , it £alls within plus or 
minus one per cent of the curve predicted from the model 
stage-discharge data. Therefore, it seemed logical and ethical to 
adjust the £r1ction factor in the concrete and corrugated metal pipe 
to more representative values {7). By enploying these different 
values (fr= 0. 25 and re= 0. 73) and the Bernoulli equation with the 
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same reasoning as above, the theoretical full-pipe flow discharge 
curve for the prototype of Figure XXI was derived. The equation for 
the theoretical full-pipe !low discharge curve is: 
Q = 5.69-yi; 
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By observation, it was found that the predicted curve had a 
somewhat greater slope than the theoretical full-pipe flow curve, 
and, therefore, the curve derived from the model stage-discharge data 
was superimposed on the theoretical curve. The final corrected, 
model data, full-pipe flow, discharge curve was then determined. It 
is the opinion of the author that this slight deviation of the 
full-pipe portion of the model rating curve was indicative of this 
specific spillway, and, therefore, the transfer of this deviation to 
the prototype was performed. The predicted rating curve from model 
data foll01s the general weir £low equation up to approximately 16.5 
cfs and th n continued to fol low the corrected, model data, 
full-pipe flow, discharge curve indicated in Figure XX.I . 
From the model data and observation of the model, it was 
concluded that the simulated, corrugated metal, end seoti.on caused 
the spillway to prematurely flow full, and very little slug flow 
occurred. Therefore, the spillway rating curve made an abrupt 
change from weir flow to full-pipe flow . Figure VIII of the simulated 
corrugated metal section shows this section experiencing some slug 
flow. Although this section did have some slug flow, the other 
portion of the spillway conduit still had free water surface flow, 
and the al sin the end section did not effect the spillway rating 
curve . 
Figure XXII is a graphical presentation or the field data 
obtained. The method of obtaining the data is explained in the 
"Field Apparatus and Testing Procedure" section . One of the major 
problems confronted in securing field data was that the channel 
directly downstream from the spillway is in very poor condition with 
excessive vegetation problems . Also, the channel is quite wide with 
very little embankment to prevent excessive flooding of a large ar ea 
when relatively larg flow occurred. Also , to install a Parshall 
flume with capacity to record h h flows , it became necessary to 
sacrifice accuracy in r ecording relatively small flows . The other 
major problem encountered in obtaining the field data was not 
anticipated. The borrowed timing mechanism for the Stevens , A-35, 
continuous Parshall flume recorder did not have a constant rate of 
travel which was previously expected. Therefore , it was necessary 
to be on the watershed sometime relatively close to a flow in order 
to . synchronize the stage and flow recorders. The author was 
fortunate to be on the watershed at desirable times . Therefore , the 
field stage-discharge record was obtained for tour relatively large 
flows. 
The four recorded flows are indicated in Figure XXII . The 
early flow ( February 15-16, 1962) recorded occurred due to snow 
melt, and the channel downstream from the Parshall flume was free 
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of vegetation. The Parshall flume wa not submerged during this 
flow , and recordings were obtained up through the high weir flow 
range . Although these points were not separated from the other weir 
flow recording , this first recorded flow seemed to follow quite 
closely to the predicted weir discharge curve from th model data . 
The second flow recorded was due to the intense March, 1962. 
flood which occurred in eastern South Dakota . The excessive high 
flow resulted in a washout around one side of the Parshall flume . 
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The author was on the watershed on March 29, 1962, the day in which 
t he peak flow occurred through the spillway. We arrived on the 
detention dam number eleven before noon 9 and an attempt was made to 
repair the washout that had occurred. The flow was almost at 
capacity for the Parshall flume, and the repair material was not too 
desirable . It w s est· ated that approximately 95 per cent of the 
f'low was diverted through the flume at this time . Figure XIX is a 
photograph observing the downstream end of the Parshall flume during 
this almost capaoi ty flow. indicating that submergence was of no 
co~cern during this flow• Fi gure XX is a photograph of the installed 
Parshall flume after complete repair work and increased embankment 
was accomplished. The flume is still installed, and any further high 
flows of this type should be recorded nth more reliable results . 
Due to the fact that this washout occurred and the te porary 
repair work was accomplished, the March, 1962, flow recording was 
broken into two sections for the graphical presentation of Figure XXII. 
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Since the repair work was accomplished during peak flow. the early 
portion was deemed 11 increa.sing head" and the portion after the repair 
work deemed "decreasing headu . A portion of the increasing head data 
was disregarded because it was evident that the washout had occurred 
during this time, and the recordings were inconclusive. The 
decreasing head data (indicated by(i) on Figure XXII) is well within 
the range of the model-derived rating curve but does indicate some-
what lesser flow than would be predicted. This would be expected 
because a small portion of the flow was going around the flume at this 
time. The increasing head data (indicated by m on Figure XXII) 
indicates a few points above the model-derived flow curve. It is 
surmised by the author that this is due to the excessive vegetation 
downstream from the flume which had not been removed by the high flow 
which occurred later. 
The other two flows recorded were in the weir flow range. 
The field data in the weir flow range. with exception of the first 
recorded flow . seemed to have quite an excessive variance from any 
def~nite rating curve. It is surmised that this variance was due to 
fact that the excessive vegetation downstream from the Parshall 
flume caused variable submergence of the flume, and , therefore, 
resulted in inconclusive discharge recording on these relatively 
low flows. The higher field weir flow recordings seemed to cohere 
closer to the derived-model weir flow equation, but still no 
definite trend is obvious from this data. 
The theoretical weir discharge curve \I as derived from the 
basic e ua tion: 
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Considerable discrepancy exists in the results of different investi-
gations of coefficients (C) for the broad-crested weir, especially 
below 0. 5 feet . The coeff cients used to derive the theoretical 
weir flow e uation vary with the head (h) on the proposed weir. 
Table 5 summarizes the coefficients used for t he theoretical weir 
flou equation (9) and tho e coefficients derived from the model data . 
Table 5. Broad-crested 
Weir Coefficients 
Head (h) C Cm 
in feet 
0. 2 2. 80 3.90 
0.3 2.85 J , 88 
0.4 2.90 3.90 
0.5 2.94 4 . 02 
0.6 2.98 3. 87 
0.7 3.11 3.92 
The flow derived from the basic broad-crested weir flow e uation 
was adjusted by the capacity of the V-notch in the front lip of the 
spillway to result in the total estimated discha._rge over the 
spillway during weir flow conditions. The weir -flow equation derived 
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from the model data indicates hieher flow for a given head than the 
theoretical equation . This could be expected because the lip of the 
spillway is relatively small in width and has a somewhat curved edge 
which could v cy the nappe characteristics of the spillway and 
increase the flow for a given head. Although it is generally accepted 
that the coefficient for the broad-crested weir will increase with 
depth over the weir (9), the v1odel weir flow discharge curve derived 
indicated a constant coefficient of approximately 3.90 . A 
summarization of the coefficients (Cm) for different heads on the lip 
of the spillway derived from the coefficient is over 25 per cent 
greater than the estimated coefficient. This increase is easily 
attributed to the variance in the nappe characteristics of this 
specific weir from the conventional broad-crested weir characteristics . 
The estimated full-pipe flow discharge curve of Figure XXII 
was derived by employing the Bernoulli principle as previously 
discussed 11th representat1v loss co fficients selected from reliable 
sources {10 and 13). 
A combination riser and conduit entrance loss coefficient 
was estimated to be 1.10. The Darcy- eisbach friction factor for 
precast concr te conduit and corrugated metal conduit was estimated 
as 0.025 and 0.073 respectively. No specific loss coefficient for 
the transition from relatively smooth to relatively rough pipe 
was anticipated. 
at this point. 
Therefore, no attempt was made to estimate a loss 
The model investigation later revealed that this 
transition results in an important loss and must be included when 
determining the spillway rating curve. 
The equation of the estimated full-pipe flow discharge curve 
or Fi gure II is: 
= 6.oa-{H 
The transition from weir flow to full-pipe flow was quite 
abrupt and definite in the laboratory. Figure XXI indicates this 
definite change in flow regime. From the field data. this definite 
change cannot be detected. The field data varies less than 10 
per cent from the model-predicted rating t ransition, but no definite 
trend indicating the variance direction can be detected . When this 
change occurred 1n the laboratory. the head increased quite rapidly . 
and it as difficult t obtain data in the transition region. 
Therefore, in the field it could be expected that the discharge 
readings would lag the stage readings. Since the field data was 
nalyzed on an hourly basis, a small error in the synchronization 
of the two recorder timing mechanisms could easily result 1n a 10 
per cent error in the stage-discharge recording in the transition 
region. In all other regions of flow, the rate of change of the 
stage discharge was relatively slow, and a small percentage error in 
the synchronization of the recorders had little effect of the 
respective stage-discharge recordings. 
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Spillway Conduit 
The field conduit consists of 150 feet of preeast concrete 
pipe laid in a cast concrete cradle and a 20-foot diameter, corrugated 
metal pipe. In order to select a desirable model to prototype ratio 
(Model Design section), it was necessary to select a model Lucite 
conduit size which would not produce simulated roughness between the 
field concrete conduit and the laboratory Lucite conduit. Although 
this roughness was not simulated, it is easily assumed by accepted 
model-prototype design that the final rating curve ean be adjusted by 
assuming a representative roughness for the field conduit. It was 
round that the 0.25-foot Lucite pipe had a Darey-Weisbaoh friction 
factor of 0.0145. This corresponds to a Manning friction coefficient 
of n = 0.0107. This indicates about an 11 per cent inor ase in the 
laboratory ( 5) . To detennine the final model-rating curve r or the 
spillway, the concrete conduit was assumed to have a Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor of ff - 0.025 (20). 
An attempt was made to simulate the corrugated metal end 
sec_tion in the laboratory. The details of the construction of this 
section are giv n in the 11 Laboratory Apparatus" section. The coiled 
wire inside of the Lucite conduit was satisfactory to the extent 
that the roughness was increased to the general range of roughness 
for corrugated metal conduit. Although the roughness was increased 
to the general range, it was very difficult to adjust the roughness 
to a definite constant roughness. A very slight adjustment of the 
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coiled wire between the piezometer taps could easily change the 
indicated rougbnes by as much as JO per cent. Each coil was not 
fastened to the Lucite, and the water pressure could change the 
roughness coefficient as determined by the two piezometer taps located 
two feet apart on this section. It 1s surmised by the author that it 
would be necessary to construct a piezometer tap between each ooil 
and then physically fasten each coil to the Lucite to obtain a 
definite constant roughness. This procedure is entirely impractical 
when the roughness can easily be adjusted to the desirable roughness 
for the final model-predicted rating curve. In the preliminary tests 
of the simulated, corrugated metal section, the Darey-Weisbach 
friction factor was adjusted to the desirable value of f
0 
s 0.073. 
Although the laboratory apparatus was not altered from this time until 
the spillway tests were concluded, the corrugated metal section had a 
friction factor of fc e: 0.050. This factor was lower than what would 
have been most desirable, but the section produced the desirable 
characteristics or increasing the roughness into the range or 
corrugated metal conduit and r sulted in observance of the operation 
of a closed conduit spillway with an end section or relatively high 
roughness. 
Since it i s desirable to have an equation for the spillway 
rating curve, Figure XXII-a, Logarithmic Plot of Full-Pipe Flow 
Rating Curves, was employed. From Figure XXII-a. the predicted 
full-pipe flow discharged curve from the model data can be derived as 
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30 
follows: 
Therefore: 
1n =mlnH+lnA 
From igure XXII-a : 
And: 
1.70 
m = --•- = 0.57 
3.00 
Q 22. 6 
A = -•---
H0.57 = ---------- • 4.75 (15 .25)o .57 
Therefore, the predicted full-pipe flow discharge equation is; 
Q = 4.75 H0 . 57 
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It should be note<i that His the total head lost through the spillway 
and not the head above th spillway lip (h) that is indicated in 
Figure XXI and Figure XXll. 
spillway Yortice§ 
A vortex periodically formed above the model spillway when 
the head above the lip reached O.JJ feet (l.JJ D) . When the head 
had reached 0 . 50 feet (2.00 D) , a vortex was formed continually 
above the spillway. The vortex could be observed approximately 
J/4 of the distance to the bottom of the drop box. At no time could 
the vortex tail be observed entering the conduit. The vortex formed 
well up into the full-pipe flow range, and no detrimental effeet to 
the structure or the discharge could be detected . 
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In observing the field spillway, no vortex could be detected 
under any flow conditions . The only possible explanation of this 
discrepancy between the model and prototype is that the model 
spillway did not have a simulated trash rack constructed on it as the 
prototype did , It is surmised that the prototype trash rack presented 
enough disturbance to the spillway flow to disrupt the vortex 
establishment , 
V-notch 
The front lip of the field spillway has constructed in it a 
45 degr e V-notch. 0.32 feet deep. It is asswned that this notch 
was constructed in the lip to convey with better hydraulic efficiency 
low flows through the spillway. The maximum capacity for the V-notch 
is 0 . 1225 cfs. The V-notch was also constructed in the model to 
simulate the prototype. An attempt was made to investigate the 
discharge characteristics of the V-notch , and it was found that at 
these very low flows surface tension and wave action of the headpool 
were of much more importance in the conveyance of small flow. It is 
the opinion of the author that the V-notoh is completely impractical 
from any field standpoint . 
Future Investigation 
In the laboratory, all apparatus, test procedures. and analysis 
were completely satisfactory except for the simulat ed, corrugated metal 
section. It 1s the author's opinion that the method of coiling a wire 
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inside Lucite pipe to simulate corrugated metal conduit is not 
satisfactory. A s l ight variance of the spacing of the coils between 
the piezometer taps could easily result in a relatively large rough• 
ness variance . This procedure was successful to the extent that the 
general desired range of roughness was obtained. It is the author ' s 
opinion that if some means of fastening each coil to the Lucite 
pipe circumference was obtained, a more reliable and definite 
roughness could be produced. However, the adjustment or this rough-
ness with a desired value would be a quite difficult procedure. 
In the field, it will be necessary to continue data collection 
so that the rating curve can be completely substantiated. It will be 
necessary that the time-drive mechans1m of the Parshall flume recorder 
be redesigned and a constant drive rate obtained. When a constant 
rate is obtained on this recorder, there will be no synchroniz tion 
problem between the two recorders, and more reliable 
stage-discharge records can be obtained. The installation of the 
Parshall flume in the downstream channel is presently very sound, 
and it should withstand any record any future flow. 
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CO CLUSION 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation: 
l. It can be concluded that the V•notch cast in the front 
lip of the spillway i s completely impractical . urface 
tension and wave action completely deteriorate the ability of 
the V-notch to convey small flows through the spillway. 
2. It can be concluded that the increase in conduit 
roughness caused by the corrugated metal end section caused 
the spillw- y to prematurely flow full. It oan further be 
concluded that the corrugated end section eliminated almost 
all slu flow through the spillway and caused an abrupt 
change of the spillway rating curve from weir flow to 
full-pipe flow . 
) . It can be concluded that for the specific spillway, 
the weir flow portion of the spillway rating curve follows 
the form of the generally accepted weir flow equation, but 
it does not follow the ariable coefficient broad-ere ted 
weir flow equation which was originally surmised . Instead, 
the weir flow portion of the rating curve has a constant 
coefficient, Ci and t he resulting quation is: 
Q = 3.90 h5/2 
Since the spillway flowed full prematurely, no slug flow 
was encountered. The full-pipe flow portion of the rating 
curve 1s very near the generally accept d form for 
full-pipe flow , and the resulting equation is: 
= 4.75 Ho • .57 
4. The theoretical and laboratory development of 
rating curves for the spillway are essentially equivalent 
as far as the rating curve fonn is concerned, but 
estimation of the loss coefficients for the predetermined 
theoretical rating curve resulted in a large variance 
between the originally surmised theoretical rating curve 
and the actual developed rat ·ag curve. Therefore, when 
it became possible to select loss coefficients from the 
model data , the theoretical and laboratory rating curves 
were essentially equivalent. The field data obtained 
was not sufficient for definite conclusions for comparison 
of the respective rating curves . although 1t can be 
concluded that the model-predicted rating curve is 
definitely within the general range or the actual rating 
curve for the spillway. Figure XXI and XXII are graph-
ically comparisons of the respective rating curves and 
data. 
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
Definition of Symbols : 
A - full-pipe flow equation coefficient 
a - a rea of oondui t 
C - broad-crested weir equation coefficient 
D - diameter of pipe 
e - roughness or pipe well 
f - Darcy-Weisbaeh friction factor for corrugated metal pipe 
C 
ff - Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for concrete pipe 
f1 - Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for Lucite pipe 
g - gravitation effect 
H - total head lost through spillway 
h - head above the lip of the spillway 
~ - head lost through the spillway 
K - riser and transition loss coefficient r 
Kt - transition from smooth to rough conduit 
L - length of respective spillway conduit 
Lr - length ratio (1m./4p) 
m - exponent of the head (H) of the full-pipe flow equation 
(slope of the logarithmic plot) 
n - Manning friction coeffieient 
P - pressure 
Q - spillway discharge 
R - hydraulic radius 
R8 - Reynolds number 
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S - conduit slope 
Sf - specific gravity of manometer fluid 
Sw - specific gravity of water 
t - time recorded for given discharge 
V - average flow velocity 
V -r average velocity ratio (Vm/Vp) 
w - Parshall flume throat width 
p - density of fluid 
)A - dynamic viscosity of the fluid 
-v - kinematic viscosity 
o- specific weight 
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APPENDIX B. MANOMETER DATA ANALYSIS 
Tank Cmnnel Hanger 
Open-Air Supply 
Well 
Pressure from Spillway 
Manometer Connections 
From Spillway 
15 Tube 
Manometer Board 
Water 
Manometer Fluid 
Datum (O. 00.0 ) 
• 
Figure XXIII. Schematic of Manometer Apparatus 
Reference 
Manometer 
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From Figure XXIII it can be seen that: 
P1 + (Sw) (hl) = (hl • Hl) (Sf) 
pl :: (hl) (Sf - Sw ) • (Sp) (Hl) 
Where P1 is the pressure at the specific piezometer tap. Therefore, 
the height to which a column of water will rise in a tube attached 
to the specific tap is: 
yl = Ei. + P1 
The total head lost to the specific tap is: 
hL = ¾s - E1 
Al l symbols are defined in Appendix A. 
It can be further shown that the pressure difference between 
two specific taps is equal to the elevation change on the manometer 
board times the difference in specific gravity between the 
manometer fluid and water as follows: 
And: 
P2 = (hz) (Sr - Sw) - (Sr) {Hz) 
But: 
H1 = H2 (For the same run) 
Therefore : 
pl - Pz = hl (Sr - SW) - hz (Sr - SW) 
6 p = {h1 - hz) (Sr - SW) 
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Sample calculations ror data given in Table 2 for run number 108 are: 
Pi ezometer tap 8 : 
And : 
Pa = (60 . 192 - 17.392) (1. 75) - 60 . 192 = 14.7" 
Ys = 70 . 792 + 14.7 = 85.492" 
hL = 92 . 088 - 85 .492 = 0. ,588 1 
K = r - -- ---------
( O. 5 58) ( 64. 4) 
= ---~-~~--~-~~-
27 .75 
= 1 .31 
Pi ezometer tap lJ: 
P1.3 = (47 . 022 - 14.022 ) (1 .75) - 47. 022 = 10. 728" 
Y13 = 67 .422 + 10. 728 = 78.15011 
hL = 8.5 .492 - 78 .1.50 = 7.342" = 0. 6118 ' 
And : 
(D) (2g) 
...... ------
( L) (V2) 
Piezometer tap 14: 
( 0 . 2 5) ( 64. 4 ) 
= - - -~~~~- - - -~- = 0. 0148 
(24) (27 . 75) 
P14 = (41. 003 - 13. 753) (1 .75) - 41 . 003 = 6.68.5" 
Y14 = 67 . 153 + 6.685 = 7J .8J8" 
Sinoe piezometer taps 13 and 14 were not located at the transition 
section from relative smooth conduit to rough , the average loss in 
these respective conduits were projected t o the transition point 
and the head loss coefficient then calculated . 
Therefore: 
hL = 78 .1.50 - 73.838 ::t 4,312" - 1. 360 11 = 2.952 
= 0.246 ' 
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And: 
( 0 • 246) ( 64 • 4} 
. -------------27.75 
Piezometer tap 15: 
= 0.571 
P1.5 == (J? .922 - 13.472) (1 . 75) - :37 .922 = 4.866" 
And: 
Y15 = 66 .872 + 4.866 = 71. 7J8" 
r = C 
7.3.838 • 71.738 • 2 . 100" 
{D) (2g) (0 . 25) (64.4) 
----------- • ------------- = (L) {V2 ) (3 • 33) ( 27. 7 5) 
= 0.175• 
0.0508 
The Reynolds number (R8 ) 1s calculated; 
VD (5.27) (0.25) 
Re = --- = -~---~~-~-~--- • 
\) l.OJ X 10) 
l.279 X 105 
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APPENDIX C. INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
Variable 
Resistor 
150-154 K 
Resistor 
68 K 
Resistor 
47 K 
@ 
1 
2 
Brush 
Amplifier 
@ 
3 
4 
Resistor 
47 K 
Resistor 
47 K 
Brush 
Oscillgraph 
Figure XXIV. Schematic Circuit Diagram for the Discharge Recorder 
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+-' ..... 
:;j , . 
0 ,... ..... 
0 
s:: 
0 
+-' ...... 
::, 
0 
S... ...... 
0 
'+• 
4-c 
0 
A-C 
Line 
Solenoid and 
Oscillgraph Timer 
Resistor 
120 OHM 
_0-5000 OHM 
Potentiometer 
Potentiometer 
Photoe le ctri c 
Cell 
Six - Volt 
Tran stormer 
'- Quick - Snap 
Connectors 
Two Pole 
Relay 
Photoelectric 
Cell 
One Pole 
Relay 
Preset 
One Pole 
Relay 
Preset 
Figure XXV. Circuit Diagram for the Photoelectric Cell Unit 
Ground 
'° °' 
Rotor Rotor 
Stator Stator 
Synchrogenerator Synchromotor 
Figure XXVI. Basic Synchro System Circuit Diagram 
A-C 
Line 
'° ~
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APPENDIX D. MODEL l.DSS COEFFICIENT 
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Table 6 . Model Loss Coefficients 
Run Om hm ~ f1 ~ fc 
No . (cfs) (ft.) 
46 0 .2495 0 .2670 1.28 0 . 0149 0 .676 0 . 0507 
47 0 .2478 0 . 2777 1 . 3 1 0 . 0152 0 .578 0 . 0527 
48 0 . 2495 0 .2890 1. 30 0 . 0154 0 .59 1 0.0507 
49 0 .2528 0 .2980 1.28 0 . 0147 0 .567 0 . 050 7 
50 0 .2891 0 .2980 l.29 0 . 0112 0 . 433 0 . 0387 
51 0 .2528 0 . 3040 1.27 0 . 0 149 0 .578 0 . 0495 
52 0 .25 28 0 . 3080 1. 2 0 . 0 145 0 .57 8 0 . 0406 
53 0 .289 1 0 . 3110 0 .97 0 . 0114 0 . 451 0 . 0378 
55 0 .29 4 0 . 3180 0 .98 0 . 0108 0 . 438 0 .0 376 
56 0 .2528 0 . 3190 1.28 0 . 0149 o.sag 0 . 0495 
57 0 .2528 0 . 3200 1.27 0.0149 o .589 0.0507 
58 0 .2533 0 . 3520 1 . 92 0 . 0109 0 .590 0 . 0529 
59 0 .2562 0 . 3530 1.87 0 . 0104 0 .598 0,0517 
60 0 .2562 0 . 3590 l.88 0 . 0104 0 .532 0.0641 
61 0.2562 0 . 3600 1.89 0 . 0105 0 .59 8 0.05 7 
62 0 .246 1 0,3600 1.86 0 . 01 0 .608 0.0561 
63 0 .2523 0 . 3610 1 .77 0 . 0107 0 .578 0 . 0533 
65 0 .2562 0 . 36 10 1.71 0 . 0 104 0 , 442 0 . 0665 
66 0.2533 0.3620 1.75 0 . 0106 0 .638 o.o 17 
67 0 .25 33 0 . 3635 1.75 0 . 0107 0 .6 12 0.0529 
68 0 .2533 0 . 3540 1.75 0 . 0107 0 .588 0 . 0568 
69 0 . 2562 0 . 3520 l.69 0 . 0102 0 .598 0 . 05 17 
70 0 .2533 0.3555 1.73 0 . 0104 0 .600 0 . 0568 
84 0 .2 20 0 . 1920 l.04 0.0156 0 . 390 0 . 0530 
85 0 .2402 0 . 1670 1.06 0 . 0152 0 .566 0 . 0569 
86 0 .2385 0 . 1560 1. 10 0 . 0148 0 .5 45 0 . 0532 
87 0 .2328 0 . 1560 1. l 9 0 . 0152 0 .565 0.0570 
88 0.2385 0 . 1710 1. 15 0 . 0142 0 .556 0 . 0531 
89 0 . 2416 0 . 1930 l.06 0.0145 0 .5 32 0 . 0542 
90 0 . 2429 0 .2190 1.06 0 . 0143 0.549 0 . 0536 
91 0 . 2429 0 .2280 1.07 0 . 0145 0 .590 0 . 0522 
92 0 . 2528 0 . 2370 0 . 98 0 . 0136 0.503 0 . 0504 
93 0.246 1 0.2460 1.06 0.0 144 0 .541 0.0532 
94 0 .2457 0 . 2350 1.09 0 . 0144 0 .5 10 0 . 0544 
95 0.2430 0.2230 1 . 10 0 . 0146 0 .5 31 0 . 0536 
96 0.24 16 0 . 2110 1. 15 0 . 0143 0 .553 0 . 0552 
97 0.2402 0.2040 1. 13 0 . 0148 0 .560 0 . 0559 
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Table 6 . (continued) 
Run Om hm f1 fc 
No . (cfs) (ft.) 
98 0 . 2385 0 . 1950 l. 13 0 . 0153 0 . 553 0 . 0566 
99 0 .2385 o. 880 1.17 0 . 0147 0 , 548 0 . 0566 
100 o . 23as 0 . 1780 J..17 0 . 0146 o . 543 0 , 0566 
101 0. 2385 0 . 17 0 1.15 0 . 0147 o . 534 0 . 0556 
102 0.2311 0 . 1700 1.13 0 . 0153 o.s33 0 . 0562 
105 0 . 2650 0 . 4650 1 . 53 0 . 0145 o.ss1 0 . 0491 
106 0 , 2596 0 . 4500 1 . 33 0 . 0147 o.so3 0 . 0469 
108 0 . 2581 0 . 4200 1.31 0 . 0148 o.s11 0 . 0508 
109 0 . 2581 0 . 4080 1 , 27 0 . 0151 0 . 587 0 . 0492 
110 o . 2ss1 ·0 . 3980 1 . 34 0 . 0147 o.sa1 0 . 0490 
111 0 . 256 1 0 . 3870 1.25 0 . 0154 o . soo 0 . 0682 
112 0 . 2547 0 . 3780 1 , 30 0 . 0153 o.5a1 o.osos 
113 0 . 2547 0 . 3700 1 , 37 0 . 0142 0 ,590 o.osos 
114 0.2547 0 . 3720 1.34 0 . 0144 0 .588 0 . 0514 
115 0.2554 0 . 38 0 1,48 0 . 0129 o.s91 0.0503 
ll 6 0 . 2585 0 . 3850 1. 32 0 . 0140 o . ss2 0 . 0492 
117 0 . 2560 0 . 3900 1.35 0 . 0150 0 .653 0 . 0323 
118 0 . 2560 o . 960 1.31 0 . 0149 0 , 600 0 . 041 8 
119 0 ,2568 0 . 3990 1. 28 0 . 0151 0 .650 0.032 1 
120 0 . 2578 0.4020 1.27 0.0133 0.131 0.0511 
i. 21 0 . 2578 0 . 4040 1. 2s 0 . 0134 o .799 0 . 0365 
123 0.2652 0. 4920 l • 25 0 . 0146 0 . 574 0 . 0483 
124 0.2633 o . so 1.29 0 . 01 4 o . 594 0 . 0507 
125 0.261 4 0 . 4960 1.25 0 . 0155 o.saa 0 . 0523 
126 0 . 2633 o.sooo 1.29 0 . 0145 0 . 574 0 , 0507 
.27 0 . 2689 0 . 5010 1. 21 0 . 0144 o.sss 0 . 0493 
128 0 .2659 0 . 5040 1.21 0 . 0147 0 . 574 0 . 0504 
129 0 .2678 0 . 5040 1 .23 0 . 01 3 0.581 0 . 0482 
132 0 . 2652 0 . 5060 1. 28 0 . 0143 o.ss3 o . osoo 
133 0 . 2659 0 .5390 1.22 0 . 0150 o.sa1 0 . 0504 
135 0 . 2728 0 . 5630 1 . 21 0 . 0139 o . 573 0,0479 
136 0 . 2688 0 .5720 1.24 0 . 0147 o . 594 o . 0487 
1 7 0.2728 0 .5800 1.20 0 . 0144 o.s13 0 . 0490 
138 0 . 2688 0 . 5860 1.25 0 . 0146 0 . 590 0 . 0506 
139 0 . 2714 0 .5910 1.24 0 . 0143 0 . 600 o . o 84 
140 0 .2707 0 .5990 1.22 0 . 0148 0 . 590 0 . 0498 
141 0 .2688 0 .6010 . 28 0 . 0146 0 . 605 0 . 0514 
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Table 6 . (continued) 
Run Q hm K f1 fc 
No. (cfs) (ft.) 
r 
142 0 .2728 0 . 6060 1.2 0 . 0144 0 .592 0.0490 
143 0.2728 0 . 6080 1.23 0 . 0143 0 . 602 0 . 0479 
144 0.2728 0 . 6090 l.2 0 . 0144 o . 598 0 . 0471 
45 0 . 2728 0 . 6140 1.24 0 . 0144 Q.,596 0 . 0479 
146 0.2738 0.6160 1.23 o.o 41 o . 598 0 . 0476 
147 0 . 2747 0 . 6220 1.22 0 . 0145 o . 624 0 . 0474 
148 0.2116 0 . 6230 1 .2 1 0 . 0139 0 .587 0 . 0474 
149 0 . 2714 0.6050 1.29 0 . 0146 o.s11 0 . 0476 
150 0 . 2727 0.6210 1.29 0 . 0143 o.s10 0 . 0471 
151 0.2109 0.6180 1.27 0 . 0148 o . 630 0 . 0478 
153 0.2060 0 . 8400 1.33 0.0141 o.667 0 . 0447 
154 0 . 2848 0 . 8460 1 .34 0 . 0141 o.649 0 . 0450 
155 0 . 2848 0 . 8550 1.35 0.0142 o.660 0 .0464 
156 0.2870 0 . 8640 1.35 0 . 0142 0 .6 49 o.o4s6 
157 o .2aso 0 . 8700 1.30 0.0141 o.ss2 0 . 0461 
158 0 .28~8 b . 8740 1 . 36 0 . 0141 0 .658 0 .0464 
159 0.2848 0 . 8740 1.35 0 . 0144 0.683 0 . 0450 
160 0.2019 0 . 8140 1 . 33 0 . 0141 0,668 0 . 0459 
162 o .21as 0 .78 10 1 . 29 0.0154 0.660 0 .0468 
163 0 . 2781 0.7690 1 . 29 0.01.54 o.659 0.0487 
164 0.278 1 0.7580 1. 37 0 . 0147 0.673 0 . 0480 
165 0.214a 0 .7480 1 . 33 0.0149 o.665 0 . 0498 
167 o.21s1 0 .7350 1.30 0 . 0 147 0.648 0 . 0491 
168 o . 21s1 0 . 7110 1.31 0 . 0144 0.637 0 . 0491 
169 0 .2747 0 .6820 1.34 0.0139 0 .636 o .0483 
72 · 0 .2709 0.6820 1. 31 0 . 0153 0 . 651 0 . 0497 
173 0 .2714 0.6800 1 . 33 0.0150 0.657 0 . 0476 
174 0 .2728 0 .6770 1.35 0 . 0143 0.648 0 . 0479 
176 0 .27 40 0 . 7110 1 . 35 0.0143 0.647 0 . 0499 
178 0 .2767 o . 7 00 1.35 0 . 0143 0 . 617 0 .049 1 
179 0.2795 0 . 7410 1.35 0 . 0138 0 . 652 0.0467 
180 0 . 2776 0 . 7450 1.34 0.0142 0 .661 0.0474 
182 0.2767 0.1160 1.33 0 . 0148 0 . 656 0 . 0491 
183 0 .2787 o .1aao 1.35 0 . 0144 0 .671 0.0478 
184 0 .2787 0 .7970 1.36 0 . 0145 0 . 671 0.0478 
185 0 .2776 0 .8060 1.34 0.0151 0 . 676 0 . 0489 
186 0 .2826 0.8183 1.39 0 . 0144 0.679 0 . 0446 
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Table 6. (continued) 
Run Om hm f1 fc 
No. (cfs) (ft.) 
187 0 .2826 0 . 8240 1.33 0 . 0142 0 .664 0 .0471 
188 0 .2864 0 . 8510 1.32 0 . 0148 o .668 0 . 0494 
189 0 .2826 0 . 8520 1. 31 0 . 0145 0,658 0 .0478 
190 0 .2838 0 .8390 1.33 0 . 0144 0 ,623 0 . 0467 
191 0 .2826 0 .8410 1.29 0 . 0148 0 ,683 0 .0463 
192 0 .28 38 0 .8480 1.34 0 . 0143 0 ,6 44 0 . 0453 
193 0 .28 38 0 .8560 1.34 0 . 0144 0 .671 0 . 0467 
194 0 .2862 0 .8600 1 , 31 0.0 142 o .sao 0 . 0445 
195 0 .2851 0 .8620 1.32 0 .0 142 o.669 o . 0463 
196 0 .2851 0 .8660 1.31 0.0145 0 ,679 0.0455 
197 0 .2872 0 .8770 1.31 0.0142 o.s11 0.0456 
198 0 . 2872 0 . 8870 1.29 0.0145 0 .669 0.0422 
199 0 .2862 0 .9030 1.37 0.0141 0.671 0 .0459 
200 0 .2891 0.9 150 1.29 0 .0 144 0.666 0 .0450 
201 0 .28 39 0 .8430 1. 31 0.0142 0 .670 0.0467 
202 0 .2860 0 . 8440 1.31 0 .0140 0 .652 0 . 0497 
205 0 .2839 0 . 8500 1.30 0 .0 147 0 .688 0 . 0460 
207 0 .2860 0 .87 0 1 . 32 0 .0 143 0 .662 0 . 0475 
208 0 .2880 0 .8730 1.34 0.0 136 0 .68 1 0 . 0469 
209 0 .28 80 o .aa4o 1.30 0 .0 140 0 .669 0.0469 
210 0 .2880 0 .8970 1.33 0 .0142 0 .66 3 0,0469 
211 0 .2890 0 . 9090 1.31 0 . 0143 0,673 o . 0476 
212 0 . 2900 0 .9210 1.29 0 . 0142 0 .685 0.0447 
214 0 . 2940 0 . 9460 1.33 0 .0133 0.671 0,0455 
215 0. 2940 0 . 9520 l.26 0 . 0146 0 .680 0 . 0423 
216 0 . 2950 0 . 9580 1.30 0 . 0137 0 .651 0 . 0459 
218 0 . 2975 0 . 9740 1.31 0.0136 0 .67 4 0 . 0443 
220 0 . 2940 1.0140 1.35 0 . 0140 0 .69 4 0 . 0449 
22 1 0 . 2940 1 . 0270 1.30 0 . 0145 0 .685 0 . 0449 
222 0 . 3009 1. 0430 1.27 0 . 0136 0 .666 0 . 0429 
244 0 . 2985 1.0920 1.31 0 . 0141 -------
__ ..,.. ___ 
245 0 . 3008 1.1340 1 . 32 0 . 0139 ------ ---------
246 0 . 3030 1.1640 1. 33 0 . 0138 
..... _ ... __ ---------
247 0 . 3030 1.1860 1.28 0 . 0146 
... .., ... __ -----------
249 0 . 3040 1.22 0 1 .27 0 . 01 50 --... -- -------
250 0 . 325 2 1 . 2360 1. 16 0 . 01 25 
....... ____ ... -----.-
253 0.3100 1.2830 1 . 29 0 . 0141 ------- ---.---- ... 
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Table 6 . (continued) 
Run Om hm f1 Kt fc 
No. (cfs) (ft .) 
254 0 . 3100 1.2900 1.27 0 . 0143 
__ ..,. __ - ... -.... --
255 0 . 3123 1. 2970 1.28 0 . 0139 ----- .... ____ ,_, __ 
257 0 . 31 23 1.3150 1.28 0 . 0140 ------ _____ .,.._ 
258 0 . 3112 I . 3160 1.30 0 . 0139 -~----- -----....... 
259 0 . 3123 1. 3240 1.27 0 . 0145 -------- ---------
260 0 . 3123 1.3260 1 .26 0 . 0145 ...... --- -------
261 0 . 3079 l . 3040 1.32 0 . 0143 -------- --------
262 0 . 30 79 1.2790 1 . 31 0 . 0144 -------- ______ ..,. 
263 0 . 3079 1.2550 1 . 35 0 . 0136 ... -.--- -----·---
264 0 . 3063 1.2270 1.32 0 . 0139 
__ .... __ -..-------
265 0 . 3040 1.2090 1 . 31 0 . 0142 ------ ___ ...,.. ... ..,,._ 
266 0 . 3030 1. 1910 1.28 0 . 0145 ------ ---------
267 0 . 3020 1.1770 1.28 0 . 0144 ------
.., ______ 
268 0 . 3010 1.1300 1.29 0 . 0139 -------
__ ,.. ____ 
269 0 . 2985 1. 0630 1.22 0 . 0146 ------~ ____ ..... 
270 0 . 2975 1 . 0040 1.28 0 . 0135 
___ _,~- _______ _. 
271 0 . 2930 0 . 95 10 1.29 0 . 0136 ------- --.-.---
272 0 . 2880 0 . 8980 1. 30 0 . 0140 ------- -.-------
273 0 .2858 · 0 . 8540 1 . 31 0 . 0139 .......... --
.,.. ________ 
274 0 . 2830 0 . 8140 1. 31 0 . 0141 
___ .... -------
275 0 . 2820 0 . 7810 1.28 0 . 0143 ------ ____ ,...,..,.. 
276 0 . 2678 0 . 5770 1 . 31 0 . 0144 0 . 637 0 . 0510 
277 0 . 2685 0 . 5700 1.27 0 . 0147 0 .628 0 . 0495 
278 0 . 2670 0 . 5660 1.29 0 . 0147 0 .637 0 . 0511 
